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Develop the understanding and clinical reasoning skills you’ll need to confidently manage
dysphagia in professional practice! This logically organized, evidence-based resource reflects
the latest advancements in dysphagia in an approachable, student-friendly manner to help you
master the clinical evaluation and diagnostic decision-making processes. Realistic case
scenarios, detailed review questions, and up-to-date coverage of current testing procedures and
issues in pediatric development prepare you for the conditions you’ll face in the clinical setting
and provide an unparalleled foundation for professional success.Comprehensive coverage
addresses the full spectrum of dysphagia to strengthen your clinical evaluation and diagnostic
decision-making skills.Logical, user-friendly organization incorporates chapter outlines, learning
objectives, case histories, and chapter summaries to reinforce understanding and create a more
efficient learning experience.Clinically relevant case examples and critical thinking questions
throughout the text help you prepare for the clinical setting and strengthen your decision-making
skills.Companion Evolve Resources website clarifies key diagnostic procedures with detailed
video clips.

Build a comprehensive mastery of dysphagia with a user-friendly approach--This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Beachsandals, “I liked the online supplement. Helpful book, required for class. I liked the online
supplement.  Videos were helpful.”

EBMSLP, “:). JUST WHAT I ORDERED!! LOVE THIS PRODUCT!!”

Amanda W, “An excellent book!. I use this in a graduate class. It is easy to read and provides an
overview of Dysphagia and various associated disorders.”

Elizabeth Barrios, “Five Stars. Excellent condition”

Daniela Ferraris, “DYSPHAGIA management. Very convenient to have as a handbook that I can
carry around on my ipad instead of lugging a heavy text around. Great illustrations! I am a South
African using the text in Capetown and find that the book is very American and isn't completely
adequate for my use but it is helpful. Not the easy read but nice to have.”

Ashleigh Paddon, “Would Reccommend. Very Comprehensive and easy to read. Also allows
access to online resources through evolve learning. Overall I would recommend to others
studying the field.”

The book by Michael E. Groher has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 34 people have provided feedback.
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